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Adjacent Prime Ideals 
In an important paper [3] in which Krull proved his basic theorems con- 
cerning the behavior of prime ideals under integral extensions, hc raised a 
further question [3, p. 7.551 w ic I stems to have remained unanswered. h’ I 
Let K and T be integral domains with T integral over R and R integrally 
closed. (For the problem about to be stated it makes no difference to assume 
that T is also integrally closed.) Let 0, Q,, be prime ideals in 7’vvith p properly 
containing CJ,, and such that no prime ideal lies properly between them. Set 
f’ = Q n R, Pa 7 0, n R. Is it necessarily the case that there is no prime 
ideal properly between P and I ‘,,I In other words, do adjacent prime ideals . 
contract to adjacent ones if the big domain is integral over the little one and 
the little one is integrally closed ? 
‘The answer is “no”. I hasten to add that in my example neither ring is 
Soetherian, and there arc a few remarks about this at the end of the note. 
Refore giving a specific example, I present two propositions which set the 
stage for families of examples. 
PROPOSITIOX I. I,et B be an integrally closed integral domain possessin<? 
rsactly two nonxero prime ideals IV and N, both oj’ them maximal. dssume that 
U,,, is not a ealuation domain. Let T B[x] be the polynomial ring in one 
variable over B. Then there exist prime ideals Ail, , NI in T such that iWI is 
contained in ‘IIT hut not !\“7’, :\Ti contains NT but not AIT, ,WI C -VI (all 
inclusions proper), and iWI and XI are adjacent (i.c., there is no prime ideal of 
T properly between FiTI and Ai). 
Proof. Pick u in the quotient field K of B so that neither u nor u -r lies in 
B,, . Pick 2’ in X but not in ill. Since B, is one dimensional, we have that 
UZ’” zc is a non-unit in B, for sufficiently large n. Since a is a unit in B,,, , 
we have that neither zc or zc r lies in B,,, . \Ve define ,lJr to be the kernel of 
the homomorphism of B[x] = 7 ’ into K that sends x into W. After proving 
that AZ, ~+ iVT # 7’ we take ATi to be any prime ideal of T containing 
117, -1 XT. \Yc ha\-e a number of things to verify. 
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(1) ocf1J71CMT (p ro p er inclusions). I f  w = a/b with a, b E B then 
11.v - a E AZ1 shows that M1 5 0. Any nonzero element of M belongs to MT 
but not to ;Wi . Finally, suppose that &?‘l(,?! MY’. Then w satisfies an equation 
with coefficients in B (hence in B,,) with at least one coefficient a unit in B,,,. 
Since B,\, is quasilocal and integrally closed, it follows from Ref. [7, p. 191 
(and also Ref. [2, Theorem 671) that zu or ZL’~~ t B, , a contradiction. 
(3) J’II, -1 A7T + 7’. I f  1 t -Vi + XT, then u! satisfies a polynomial 
equation with coefficients in B and constant term not in N. Since 6, is 
integrally closed, this imp!ies that ZL 1 E B,%- , a contradiction since G is a 
non-unit in B, . 
(4) \\‘ith X1 selected to be any prime ideal in T containing :lZr 1.. :VT, 
we have to prove X1 $ WI’. But if Yi 1 MT, then :Xri 3 III -1 N - II, a 
contradiction. 
(5) JZ, , x1 are adjacent. Suppose that the prime ideal Q of T lies 
properly between Mi and A-i . The chain Q 3 Mr 1 0 of three prime ideals 
cannot all have the same contraction in B [2, Theorem 371. (I am quoting 
from Ref. [2] several results which can be found in all standard references.) 
Hence Q n B must be 1lil or N. From Q n B : iIf we get the contradiction 
x1 3 Q 3 il41’. Hence Q n H = N. If  Q + NT, we get the chain 
NT CQ C Ni of prime ideals all contracting to .V in R. Hence Q .Vl’, 
and .lI, C Q = :‘C’T is a contradiction. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let =1 be a one-dimensional quasilocal intepally closed 
domain that is not a valuation domain. Let R be a domain integral over :I, and 
n&h quotient jield Jinite-dimensional over the quotient jield of A. Assun~e that 
B has exactly tzvo prime ideals lying over the maximal ideal‘of A. Let x be an 
indeterminate over B. Then there exist in B[x] adjacent prime ideals mirose 
contractions to A[x] are not adjacent. 
Proof. Write ill, N for the maximal ideals of B. To apply Proposition 1 
we need to know that B,,, is not a valuation domain. But A is the intersection 
of B,\, and the quotient field of J[l, Lemma 1.29 on p. IS]; so if B,\, were a 
valuation domain, the same would be true for A. 
Now WC: can see that the ideals Mr , X1 furnished by Proposition I do 
what is required. iVrite li = il[x], T = B[s], and let P be the unique 
maximal ideal of 8. Since MT and NT both contract to PR in R, we have the 
inclusions 
and thcsc inclusions are proper since ‘1’ is integral over I?, so that &tinct 
comparable prime ideals in T have distinct contractions in R [2, Theorem 441. 
‘I’hus AL1 n R, N, n R are not adjacent, whereas :I!, , -\; are adjacent 1,) 
1%oposition I 
It rcrnains to invent integral domains _f and I1 that meet the rcqui;.cments 
of Proposition 2. T,ct K be an\- field of characteristic +6 2, and Ict I, 1,~ :i 
proper- superfield of J< in I\-hich A is algebraically closetl (for instdncc.. 
adjoin an indeterminate to AT). I,ct (’ Iw the rin,q of all pal\-norrlia!:; in ,L 
variable t owr I,, subject to the restriction that the constant term must Ix. 
in ii. ‘I’hc polynomials with constant term 0 form a maximal i,dA, in c’. 
1\-r take :I C’,, , and T\C let B 1~ the result of adjoining 2/i / to I. 
T\.c- leave to the reader the routine verification that the hypotlxses of Propo- 
sition 2 ha\,c been fulfilled. 
The standard Noetherian example of an integral extension where adjacrllt 
prints fail to contract to adjacent prirncs is furnished by taking li to hc 
Nagata’s celebrated counter-example to the saturated chain condition and 7 
its integral closure [4, pp. 203-S; 7, pp. 327~.91. (By the saturated chain 
condition I mean the statement that all maximal chains of prime ideals 
betwwn tno given prime ideals have the same length.) Thus there is a 
connection bet\veen the problem of adjacent primes and the saturated chain 
condition; indeed the present note was inspired I~!- the observation that, 
\I-it11 .-I as in Proposition 2, A[.~] furnishes a simpler integrally closed domain 
violating the saturated chain condition than the one given by nIrs. 
Sally [6]. 
‘I’o pinpoint the connection, 1 submit the following remark. \\‘ith doinains 
I< C 7’ and 7’ integral over R, assume‘ the saturated chain condition in 7’. 
1,et us stick to prime ideals of finite rank. Then if rank is preserved in toll- 
tracting from 7’ to R (as it is by the going down theorem if I\’ is integrally 
closed, or if R is merely integral ovct an integrally closed domain) we SW at 
cwx that adjacent primes contract to adjacent primes. 
The study of adjacent primes in the Koetherian case should probably be 
postponed, pending the answer to the following question. Does every inte- 
grally closed Xoetherian domain satisfy the saturated chain condition? Is 
this true more generally for domains integral over an integrally closed 
Koctherian domain? In Ref. [Sj, Ratliff discusses a family of questions of 
this type, \zith references to earlier literature. 
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